THE DATABASE CITY
The Digital Possessive and Hollywood Boulevard

Eric Gordon

The development of visual media in the twentieth century made photography and movies
the most important cultural means of framing urban space, at least until the 1970s. Since
then, as the surrealism of King Kong (1933, dir. Cooper and Schoedsack) shifted to that of
Blade Runner (1982, dir. Ridley Scott) and redevelopment came to focus on consumption
activities, the material landscape itself—buildings, parks, and streets—has become the
city’s most important visual representation (Zukin, 16).1
In the summer of 2000, I took a bus tour of Hollywood. I went into the experience
with the assumption that the tour would primarily be about the media spaces that make
up the city—this film was shot here and that one was shot there. But what I did not realize was how much emphasis would be placed on photographing and reproducing those
media spaces—“If you snap this picture, it’ll be the exact scene from the movie,” the tour
guide repeatedly instructed. The trolley tour departed from Grauman’s (then Mann’s)
Chinese Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard and headed north to Franklin, where we were
instructed to photograph the steps of the Hollywood United Methodist Church, where
the opening scene of Sister Act (1992, dir. Emile Ardolino) was shot. Next, we were taken
to the top of Beachwood Canyon, otherwise known as the “best place in the city to photograph the Hollywood sign.” The trolley pulled over to the side of the road and the guide
instructed the passengers to take a picture. After a few minutes for the photo-break, the
tour continued. On the corner of Yucca and Ivar, we found the “best perspective of the
Capitol Records building.” And with the trolley blocking traffic on Melrose Avenue, we
were instructed to snap a picture of the Paramount Studios gate. Before arriving back
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where we started, we drove by the not-yet-finished “Hollywood and Highland” development, where we were told about the upcoming photo opportunities. “Right there,” the
guide said, “will be the place to take the ultimate picture of Hollywood.” Interestingly,
the guide didn’t suggest that one would want to photograph the development—only
that one would want to use the development as a staging ground for photographing
Hollywood.
The Hollywood and Highland development, which opened in 2001, is an urban entertainment district (UED) built in the heart of Hollywood. It is composed of six hundred
and thirty-five acres of retail, dining, and entertainment spaces, all structured around a
central courtyard, which is a reproduction of Babylon Square, the set of D. W. Griffith’s
epic film Intolerance (1916). This stage set, both a historical referent and an access point
to other historical referents, was designed to be the primary interface to the “conceptcity” of Hollywood. Looking through the arch to the Hollywood sign “will be the postcard
shot for millions of American tourists who flock to Hollywood each year,” said David
Malmuth, the project’s lead developer, in a press release. “Walking on the Boulevard
today you see people craning their necks to find the sign and the best vantage point to
photograph it. Hollywood and Highland will not only capture this moment, but create
the true Hollywood memory” (TrizecHahn).
Of course, this truth is composed of fantasy. The urban sociologist John Hannigan
suggests that consumer fantasy is the primary building block of the contemporary UED.
They are developments that set out to create “a new kind of consumer who feels ‘entitled’
to a constant and technologically dazzling level of amusement” (70). He likens these
spaces to what Sharon Zukin calls a “theme park”: seamless narratives spaces where the
surrounding “authentic” urban fabric is downplayed, if not consciously repressed. To be
successful, themed spaces need to mask their boundaries by obfuscating the distinction
between the fantasy city and the real city that contains it (Baudrillard). For example, “New
York, New York” on the Vegas strip and “Hollywood Boulevard” at Disney’s California
Adventure operate as self-sufficient representations, where all the essential interpretive
components are contained within the structures.
But despite the surface similarities to the theme park, Hollywood and Highland is
different. Its narrative is composed by pointing the spectator’s attention outside of the
development’s physical boundaries. It is a representation of Hollywood in Hollywood.
The city’s context defines its content—a point emphasized in the development’s press
material. According to Malmuth, “Hollywood and Highland embodies the same glamour, excitement and emotion in an environment which goes beyond the seeing to the
being there” (TrizecHahn). Mann’s Chinese Theatre is now, once again, called Grauman’s
Chinese Theatre in an attempt to rekindle the glamour associated with that space in the
1920s. Even the reconstruction of the set of Intolerance is in reference to the historical
space of the city—the set existed in Hollywood as a tourist attraction for more than a
decade after the film’s opening. The spaces of Hollywood and Highland all link outside
the development into a database of Hollywood imagery. The difference between a simu-
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lacrum like “Hollywood Boulevard” in Disney’s California Adventure and a database
space like Hollywood and Highland is that the former claims to be a perfect simulation
of the city, while the latter claims to avail its referents to spectators. The former denies
access, while the latter grants it.
This is the “database city”—a city with no content other than to grant access to content. Hollywood and Highland, despite its vulgarity, resists the singularity of narrative
repetition by providing a platform for spectators to assemble their own narratives. It was
built for a spectator who wants to reconnect with the city but doesn’t want to be told
precisely how that connection is to take place. This is the same spectator, steeped in the
language of digital networks and databases, who desires a city he can possess and organize into a personalized urban narrative. I call this mode of spectatorship the “digital
possessive”—a form of urban spectatorship that corresponds to everyday navigation patterns of digital landscapes. Possessive spectatorship becomes quite literal in the digital
possessive as the practices of networked media encourage, if not mandate, the possession of thoughts, actions, and memories in personal folders, accounts, and devices. Just
as information online is assembled and ordered in digital aggregators, in the city, material structures, physical spaces, narratives, imagery, and other people are assembled and
ordered in urban aggregators—physical spaces built to construct a sense of possession
and control over urban experience and history. The example of Hollywood and Highland,
while extraordinary in some respects, is an archetype of an urban development built to
accommodate this spectatorship. What follows is a reflection on the parallel developments of urban and digital spaces—and how the corresponding practices that emerge
from each are becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish.

TO WA R D A D I G I TA L P O S S E S S I V E

In 2006, Time magazine named “You” the person of the year. As part of what the magazine called a “revolution” in networking technology, they described how the new web is
ushering in a culture of participation where users are just as likely to produce as they are
to consume. This technological and cultural phenomenon first found a name in 2004,
when Tim O’Reilly organized a conference called “Web 2.0.” The term has since become
the most recognizable designation of new trends. While it remains controversial to many
critics (Scholz; Zimmer; Lanier), it has had unquestionable influence in solidifying economic investment in the post-dot-com network landscape. Americans are contributing
to wikis, keeping their own blogs, writing reviews for Amazon, keeping their photo
albums on Flickr, and making movies to post on YouTube. They are entrusting their most
intimate thoughts and records to corporate servers and services. And yet, in what Time
calls the “new digital democracy,” the consumer holds the power. “You control the media
now,” reads a headline, “and the world will never be the same” (Grossman, 42). This is a
rather strong declaration, especially coming from a major media company with a lot at
stake in continuing to control the media.
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Time is not alone in this apparent capitulation to the power of the people. In January
2007, CBS announced that users could clip, share, and “mash-up” television content.
Companies that once clutched to the control of content with all their might are now saying they want users to “make it their own.” Leslie Moonves, the chief executive at CBS,
announced that he supports this strategy because it enables the network to tap into the
passion of dedicated viewers. “If somebody spends the time to take 20 clips from CSI
Miami, I think that’s wonderful,” Moonves said, “That only makes him more involved
with my show and want to come to CBS on Monday night and watch my show” (Associated Press). Moonves, along with many other top executives at networks and production
companies, are realizing that the rules of the game have changed. There are different
tactics involved in being a successful gatekeeper of content. Now, many companies are
adopting the strategy of hiding the gate and giving everyone the key. In other words,
they’re giving users the perception of control while blurring the boundaries between
control and consumption.
This transition has been years in the making. After the dot-com bubble burst, the
commercialization of the web continued, but in a more cautious and orderly fashion. The
flood of money into new ventures all but dried up as venture capitalists sat back and
watched users populate cyberspace. This time, however, they weren’t coming for preprogrammed content, as everyone thought they would only a few years earlier; they were
coming to do things—chat, hang out, share “cool stuff” (Weinberger, Small Pieces). Digital networks were taking on a different character. In 2002, the social networking site
Friendster was an overnight success. And with the popularity of Myspace in 2003, Facebook in 2004, and Google’s IPO also in 2004, the consumer web was making a comeback. Of course, when the video-sharing site YouTube went from start-up in February
2005 to commanding a $1.65 billion purchase price from Google in November 2006, it
became quite clear that there was big money in no longer “controlling” the media.
While the reverberations of these deals extend to every sector of the American population, they have been most notable with teenagers. According to a study by the Pew Internet & American Life Project, fifty-five percent of American youth between the ages of
twelve and seventeen use online social networking sites (Lenhart and Madden). As such,
companies are focusing on this demographic to demonstrate and alter the norms of
online interaction. According to Chris DeWolfe, one of the founders of Myspace, “The
Internet generation has grown up, and there are just a lot more people who are comfortable putting their lives online, conversing on the Internet and writing blogs” (Cassidy).
The comfort level that users have in putting their lives online is not a natural product
of the Internet. Companies like Myspace have normalized the expanding perception
of privacy in online public spaces. By giving users personalized access to networks,
they have perpetuated the impression of stability and control. Certainly, this phenomenon is much bigger than Myspace alone; most social media platforms employ at least
a few possessive adjectives to identify user access points (i.e., my page, my box, my
favorites, etc.).
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The personalization of online spaces produces user behaviors whereby marketable
details of personal data are exchanged for the convenience of network interaction and
consumption. It’s not that users are being deceived, but, rather, that they perceive the
conveniences of online acquisition, personalized product suggestions, and the pleasure
of “just hanging out” as outweighing the potential threats of data harvesting and surveillance. In the United States, it is much easier for corporations to collect and use personal
information than it is for the government. The consumer data collection industry in the
United States spends millions lobbying against more restrictive data policies so that the
imbalance doesn’t change (Dash). This friendly climate toward personal data collection
by corporations suggests a willingness to be monitored as long as it results in the convenience and perceived control of consumerism. For instance, just as most major retail
outlets monitor consumer habits for future marketing campaigns, consumers have come
to expect the resulting convenience of that surveillance. If you want to return something
purchased at a different store, you expect the data to be networked; if you lose a receipt,
you hope that the store has kept your records. Regardless of the threats that accompany
this compromised privacy, the payoffs are much more immediate.
Most users understand that digital actions are recorded and archived. But few have an
understanding of the life of those actions. Daniel Solove suggests that privacy concerns
that emerge in contemporary digital culture are not simply a matter of total surveillance
by a malevolent overseer; instead, they are a matter of data disclosure to “objective”
machines. Each user builds for herself a “digital dossier,” personal data connected to an
IP address or username, that can easily be recalled by a machine. For instance, Amazon’s
“recommend” feature, or YouTube’s personal statistics or private channels, or even automatic forms, are silently customized through everyday use. Microsoft is working on
software that could predict the gender, age, occupation, and location of a user by analyzing search histories (Marks). In essence, the machine is watching our every move,
recording it, and then playing it back for us. Solove argues that instead of looking to
Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four as a descriptive metaphor for digital surveillance, it is more
accurate to look to Kafka’s The Trial. We are being watched, but by whom and for what
reason is unclear, even for those doing the watching.
So why are users comfortable with this kind of uncertainty? The answer rests in the
suggested transparency of many networked interactions. Personal data, even those with
little practical application, are made available to users. For example, Google gives users
access to their personal search histories. Even though the same information is shared
with marketers, the ability to see it within one’s personal (and personalized) interfaces
suggests the ability to control it. Through the process of personalization, the conception
of one’s computer as private receptacle of personal data is extending to the larger network. As Vito Acconci explains, “the electronic age redefines public as a composite of
privates” (914). As a result, users have come to expect access to personal data from multiple computers and multiple devices. Freeing information from spatial constraints
has become associated with personal freedom and mobility. Private space is no longer
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limited to a singular physical location; rather, private space in networks is wherever we
happen to be. And network privacy is the manageability of complex information environments through the personalization and adaptability of those environments.
Consider Microsoft’s 2007 advertising campaign for its Internet Explorer 7 browser.
In the video ad, a man runs through his daily routine: brushing his teeth, buttering toast,
and feeding the cat. But instead of using a toothbrush, a knife, and a can opener, his bare
hands take on these tasks. He steps outside in his bathrobe to take out the trash and sees
a very attractive female mail carrier approaching on a bike. He uses his hands to transform his bathrobe into an ironically “stylish” seersucker suit. He then frames the woman
with his hands, snaps an imaginary photograph, and pulls a Polaroid from his wrists.
The commercial concludes with the caption “Everyday tasks made easier.” Within the
always-on culture of network communication, users have become dependent on the
technology that enables their access to people and things. Accordingly, Microsoft is not
only selling access to the network, they are selling freedom from the anxiety that goes
along with being detached from the network. And ultimately, they are selling access to
the roving private spaces users have come to expect.
This is the digital possessive. It implies a different kind of access to the sensations
and experiences that compose the world. What once were the invisible traces of social
life—browsing, consuming, and talking—have become visible building blocks of digital
environments, on par with buildings, streets, and nature. The connective tissue between
objects, the searches and networks that assimilate data into meaningful organizations,
has itself become the object of engagement. Relations have become “empirical” in the
traditional sense. They are fully visible and accessible phenomena for the spectator to
assemble in the process of composing her experience of networks.
As such, the digital possessive can be described in two parts: (1) it is the transformation of relation into observable and lasting objects—in digital networks, relations are
material; and (2) it is the ordering of those objects within personal interfaces. For example, at any given moment, a Facebook page is the externalization of the subjectivity of the
user (boyd). It is where objects, broadly conceived, are organized into comprehensible
experiences. To be clear, this externalization does not replace the experiencing subject; it
only extends the processes of experience into networks.
Indeed, the need to order relations should be considered a product of modernity,
rather than a product of the Internet. Consider this quote from Marcel Proust:
Even in the most insignificant details of our daily life, none of us can be said to constitute
a material whole, which is identical for everyone, and need only be turned up like a page
in an account-book or the record of a will; our social personality is a creation of the thoughts
of other people. Even the simple act which we describe as ‘seeing someone we know’ is to
some extent an intellectual process. We pack the physical outline of the person we see with
all the notions we have already formed about him, and in the total picture of him which
we compose in our minds those notions have certainly the principal place. (20, translated
by Moncrieff and Kilmartin)
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Well before the Internet made it possible to plot one’s personal thoughts and physical
navigations, the social need to order was apparent. Speaking of a social personality that
is composed of tiny bits of information stored in the minds of the multitude of people
we come across, Proust asserts that an objective self is impossible. It does not exist; it is
assembled again and again in every context. Thus, “seeing someone we know” is a complex process whereby we aggregate memories and impressions into a singular experience.
Imagine if those impressions, for Proust merely relegated to the minds of observers, were
externalized and uniformly available. Imagine if one’s private thoughts as well as public
actions could compose the impressions on which others relied to assemble your social
personality.
Digital social networking is ostensibly transforming the social personality as such.
Instead of relying on the whimsy of others, users can manufacture their own data to be
ordered by others, and likewise, they can obtain greater control in ordering the data of
people and places with which they come into contact. But these external processes
require maintenance. As every personal action leaves a data trace, what once was only a
fleeting sensation to be immediately experienced by another subject is now materialized
into the network to be ordered by human and machine. From reading to driving to dating, data, even if not always accessed, is always accessible. As a result, the ordering of the
“plural world of things in interaction” has become the primary task of network spectatorship. This is reminiscent of Martin Heidegger’s understanding of modern technology,
where instrumental ordering converts the objects and activities of experience into what
he calls “standing reserve,” a process through which “everywhere everything is ordered
to stand by to be immediately on hand, indeed to stand there just so that it may be on call
for a further ordering” (220). My-oriented spaces, ready-to-hand and organized to suit
the spectator’s needs, constitute an entry point to this “standing reserve.” Within these
spaces, data, including personal data, is “on call” and can be ordered and reordered in
line with emerging interests and needs. Now that personal search histories are ready-tohand, it is just as much a part of one’s orderable world as a favorite movie or favorite
song. Heidegger makes clear that this process of converting experience into data implies
a double loss: (formerly) stable subjects not only become alienated from objects in the
world—which are being converted into “objects-for-personal-use”—they also become
alienated from themselves. The human subject, according to Heidegger, “in the midst of
objectlessness is nothing but the orderer of the standing reserve . . . he comes to the
point where he himself will have to be taken as standing-reserve” (220).
Heidegger’s rather bleak formulation of technological subjectivity would seem to be
manifested in every act of network consumption, “producing not docile subjects,” according to Drew Hemmet, “so much as better consumers.” Each act of consumption is premised on the ability to access a seemingly infinite data set of images and references, while
having the impression of being able to assemble that data set to meet the immediate
needs of experience. And as digital social media have effectively blended the details of
user experiences with the details of urban history, the complex composition of urban
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space, once relegated to individual interpretation, is now both collectively composed and
composed from the data traces of the collective.

T H E D ATA B A S E C I T Y

As one enters Hollywood and Highland from Hollywood Boulevard, the first thing she
sees is the Hollywood Walk of Fame—a renewal effort in its own right that started in
1960.2 With over two thousand names etched into the city’s sidewalk, a walk down the
Boulevard is already an interactive experience. One is literally reading the street and
making connections between it and familiar cultural texts. The already established Walk
of Fame functions as a kind of gateway into the complex. Unlike a mall, Hollywood and
Highland has an expansive and quite dramatic connection to the boulevard—a large,
spectacular staircase spans the distance from the courtyard to the street, encouraging
visual and physical connection to the surrounding city.
Once the Walk of Fame ends at the limit of the boulevard’s sidewalk, another sidewalk
text immediately begins. This one is a public art project by the satirist Erika Rothenberg
entitled “The Road to Hollywood.” The artwork contains forty-nine stories of how different people in the entertainment business came to Hollywood, gathered from interviews,
books, oral histories, and articles. Rothenberg assembled brief sound bites from Hollywood actors, directors, musicians, and others and sprinkled them within a red road that
spirals throughout the complex. To enhance the mystique of the quotes, they are all
anonymous. One of them reads as follows:
I parked my car in front of each movie studio, posed, and waited to be discovered. That
never happened, but eventually I got a manager. He turned me into a movie star.—Actor

And another:
I drove out from Missouri with my luggage piled up to the back of my head and all the way
to the top on the passenger side. I couldn’t see behind me, but I was heading west, and
that’s all I needed to see. (Movie Star)

The road ends on Highland Boulevard at an oversized chaise lounge made of glassreinforced concrete over a steel frame. Visitors can sit on the lounge and take their pictures with the Hollywood sign in the background.
Rothenberg’s piece can be read in a number of different ways. For many of the tourists
who visit the site, the road is read as a straight, rather sincere documentation of the Hollywood dream. They seem to consume the individual stories with an ardent excitement
and conclude their experience with what seems an unironic photo opportunity in front
of the Hollywood sign. However, it is not difficult to imagine that the piece can also be
read as a satire—a series of understated stories from anonymous people spread along a
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red carpet to a big glass casting couch. In other words, along the road to success, there
is only fantasy, with the inevitable result of exploitation. In either case, the road serves as
an interactive narrative of the stereotypes and mythologies of Hollywood. Whether one
reads it ironically or sincerely (or both), the text passages are search strings within the
broader database of the city.
Once one arrives in the central courtyard, it is impossible to miss the replica of the set
of Intolerance. The set piece, as I mentioned above, is significant to the city’s history on
a number of levels. For quite a while, it held the distinction of being the largest, most
expensive set ever built. In addition, the stage set remained in Hollywood on the corner
of Hollywood and Sunset and served as a tourist attraction for years after the film had
wrapped. Its connection to both the soft city of the cinema and the hard city of architecture make it an apt metaphor for the new Hollywood. Whether or not one is knowledgeable of these histories does not preempt a user from experiencing the space in the
intended way, because the possibilities of its interpretation are built into the database.

I N T E R A C T I N G W I T H T H E D ATA B A S E

If, in the middle of the twentieth century, the promise of machine intelligence was the
self-sufficiency of the machine and its ability to interact with the world of humans, interactivity, as it is now understood, is more aligned with the user’s ability to interact with the
world through machines. While this may not seem like a dramatic departure, it has widereaching rhetorical effects: interactivity now represents our ability to transcend the
machine—to use it to enhance human experience, as opposed to using human experience
to enhance the machine.
Interactivity has become a defining feature of digital media. And yet, there is no agreement as to the meaning of that feature. Many theorists and artists have invoked interactivity as the liberator of consciousness from linear narrative and passive consumerism
(Landow), while many corporations have appropriated interactivity as a means of focusing narrative and enhancing commodity consumption. Interactivity, therefore, does not
necessarily equal a greater degree of freedom in narrative interpretation—it does, however, equal an enhanced perception of this freedom. Janet Murray, in her book Hamlet on
the Holodeck, suggests that two complementary forces define interactivity: procedure and
participation (72). “Authorship in electronic media is procedural,” she writes. “Procedural
authorship means writing the rules by which the text appears as well as writing the texts
themselves” (152). In other words, a sense of authorship, or participation, in digital media
is not simply premised on the creation of content, but also on the way in which that
content presents itself. Participation, according to Murray, is the ability for a user to at
least have the impression of having an effect on the text.
Murray focuses on the beginning of the interactive computer-game phenomenon,
with “role playing” adventures like Zork that were designed in the 1980s. In this realm,
she admits, all that could be expected was an “interactivity-effect,” as the technology was
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not yet available for “high latency” interaction in which the user could actually change
the preprogrammed environment (Meadows). Today, interactivity has become the chief
motivator for media spectatorship. News sites such as CNN.com consistently feature
opinion polls about the news of the day as a means of inviting participation. And most
market sites such as Amazon.com and Target.com appropriate user reviews into their
format. The benefit to these companies is less the value of the content provided by users
and more the seduction of interactivity to compel users to stay.
As the web has changed the audience’s ability to interact with content, the “old” media
are trying to adapt (Bolter and Grusin). Most new television game shows have an “audience version” where people can call or text in to “play at home.” American Idol has perhaps been the most successful at this, giving the television audience an opportunity to
vote for the winner by dialing a phone number. Websites (fan created or official) for television shows offer episode recaps, discussion forums, and games to extend the text
beyond the allotted broadcast time. Movies, too, commonly offer games, forums, character profiles, and other small content areas with which users can interact (Jenkins). While
these sites extend existing content through what is commonly referred to as “transmedia,” the content is not their most important attribute. Interaction has, itself, become the
content of the media—a self-perpetuating system, as each interaction expands the size
of the database.

D ATA B A S E N A R R AT I V E

To further explore what I mean by the “database city,” I turn to a discussion of a DVDROM produced by The Labyrinth Project, entitled Bleeding Through: Layers of Los Angeles,
1920–1986 (2003). This visual piece uniquely illustrates the complex interactions between
urban practices and the concept-city in a database environment. Appropriately, its producer, Marsha Kinder, characterizes the project as a database narrative—something she
defines as a narrative
whose structure exposes or thematizes the dual processes of selection and combination
that lie at the heart of all stories and that are crucial to language: the selection of particular
data (characters, images, sounds, events) form a series of databases or paradigms, which
are then combined to form specific tales. (6)

Every aspect of the narrative’s unfolding is theorized within this framework. It explores
the story of a real-life woman named Molly and her memory of 66 years of life in Los
Angeles. It’s a murder mystery, or rather a mystery about things that disappear, whether
a human being or the city around her. But ultimately, the things that go missing are all
the inevitable casualties of narrative.
Bleeding Through is a work of fiction. It’s also a work of urban documentary. Each bleeds
through to the other, leaving only a database of information and images. Conceived as story
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and archive, the inner workings of the database illuminate the dual processes of narrative
and cultural context. The narrative is divided into three tiers. In the first, the cultural critic
Norman Klein, positioned in a little window in the upper right portion of the screen, recites
Molly’s story. The story is divided into seven chapters, each representing a major period in
her life. The user can move about these chapters in any order she chooses, effectively constructing the sequence of the narrative. But as becomes clear within the first moments of
engaging with the project, the story itself, like all stories, is just the beginning. While Klein
talks, the user glides through a number of sequences of images, all loosely related to the
narrative, but none directly so. The images—some of old buildings from Bunker Hill,
some of now defunct nightclubs, and others of domestic interiors—are related memories.
They don’t fill in the gaps left by the narrative; they don’t complete a thing, but instead
supply the context for storytelling. As Molly’s story is reduced to a linear narrative through
Klein’s narration, her life—all the things that might have composed her perceptions and
memories—are brought to the front. We quickly realize the limitations of biography as we
search through its details—entranced by all those scraggly components unwilling to get
into narrative line. The images hang on to the story, but because we have freedom to peruse
them at our own pace, they take on a life of their own; they form a narrative of their own.
Some of the images are clips from movies, further fictionalizing the details that compose Molly’s past. Still others are what the producers call “bleed throughs.” These image
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compositions are archival pictures of downtown Los Angeles coupled with modern pictures taken from the exact same location. A slide bar beneath the image allows the user
to move from old to new and back again, fully illustrating the city’s erasures and the sometimes dire manipulations of personal memory. These compositions expose the process of
remembering, sometimes filled with sadness as we realize what’s no longer there, and
sometimes with comfort as we notarize the past with our gaze. In these images, the workings of the database are unveiled; as the past bleeds through to the present, we are given
the impression of access; the archive promises to flesh out experience.
These images can, by themselves, support some kind of narrative structure. Molly’s
story, as told by Klein, is by no means the central aspect of the experience. The user can
actually choose to turn off the commentary and just navigate the database, further highlighting the tenuous nature of narrative within the DVD. In the novella that accompanies
the DVD, Klein writes Molly’s story in a linear fashion but questions his own position as
narrator. He distances himself from the novella’s authorship by citing his own name in
the third person and suggesting that the narrator, in fact, doesn’t exist:
Of course, first, I must tell you that I do not quite exist—that is, in the a priori sense. I am
contingent, an invention of Norman Klein. He and I mostly coexist on the page, but once
you close the book, not much of me will be following you into the DVD-ROM. I am the
opening act, so to speak. But I have been doing my homework. I believe I have found a
program that allows me to function as a ghost inside the DVD-ROM. . . . So if while operating the DVD-ROM you sense another presence breathing down your neck, it will most
likely be me. (Norman Klein, “Bleeding Through” 42)

Klein is here referring to the first-person perspective of the novella as narrative itself. In
the DVD, he implies, there is no linear narrative to guide the user through. She will
inevitably construct the narrative through the materials given her, but it will not be an
overwhelming presence. Bleeding Through de-emphasizes the master narrative within the
overall experience. The user moves through the DVD in expectation of narrative moments
but learns quickly not to rely on them. What might be “breathing down your neck” while
navigating the DVD is that glimmer of narrative, a fulfilled expectation that is quickly
taken away and replaced by the equally compelling drive to search and interact.
In the project’s two additional tiers, the story, and Molly’s life, grows deeper. The
second and third tiers bring together archival material both related and unrelated to
Molly. In the second tier, we are given access to the process of historical writing, seeing
for ourselves how documents turn into plot and movies turn into flourishes. Klein delivers a bit more background on Molly, but for the most part, the user gets the opportunity
to reverse-engineer her story. The third tier is composed of all the things Molly never
mentions but that are influential nonetheless: politics, the bevy of movie murders committed in her general vicinity, even maps. Interviews with Japanese Americans talking
about internment, Los Angeles residents talking about race relations, and clippings from
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newspapers are just some of the materials to navigate through. Taken alone, they construct elements of a narrative—that hook on to which we always latch the second we feel
it “breathing down our neck.”
Bleeding Through provides a means to visualize that tension between personal control
and narrative structure that exists in the city. But the question remains: what is the motivation for users to interact with this text when it requires such sustained engagement?
Espen Aarseth provides some insight into this by defining these sorts of texts as “ergodic.”
The term is borrowed from physics and is derived from two Greek words, ergon and
hodos, meaning “work” and “path.” Aarseth argues for the distinction between traditional
texts and what he calls “cybertexts,” which for our purposes here can be correlated to the
database narrative. In a cybertext, he argues, narrative meaning is constructed through
the “work” of the user; whereas in a traditional text, the “reader, however strongly
engaged in the unfolding of a narrative, is powerless. Like a spectator at a soccer game,
he may speculate, conjecture, extrapolate, even shout abuse, but he is not a player.” The
reader of a cybertext, conversely, is a player—with all the problems that accompany that
distinction. On this topic, it is useful to quote Aarseth at length:
The cybertext puts its would-be reader at risk: the risk of rejection. The effort and energy
demanded by the cybertext of its reader raise the stakes of interpretation to those of intervention. Trying to know a cybertext is an investment of personal improvisation that can
result in either intimacy or failure. The tensions at work in a cybertext, while not incompatible with those of narrative desire, are also something more: a struggle not merely for interpretative insight but also for narrative control: “I want this text to tell my story; the story
that could not be without me.” In some cases this is literally true. In other cases, perhaps
most, the sense of individual outcome is illusory, but nevertheless the aspect of coercion
and manipulation is real. (4)

As one engages in urban practices within the database city, the presence of the database provides incentive to interact—it makes the spectator a player. A successful development communicates from the outset that outcomes of walking through the space are
never entirely predetermined—they are dependent on the user’s engagement with references and her willingness to control the space’s unfolding narrative to accommodate
immediate desires. While “individual outcome” is almost certainly illusory, the impression of that outcome is one of the main rhetorical goals of the database city.

C O M P O S I N G T H E D ATA B A S E

It we accept that the presence of the database influences urban practices, it is important
to scrutinize just how the database is composed and how it is ultimately integrated into
the city. To this end, I look to the most common database interaction—Internet search.
When I type the word “Hollywood” in Google’s image search, a seemingly endless stream
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of pictures is retrieved. Everything from the Hollywood sign to that famous picture of
William Faulkner lounging poolside to a postcard shot of the Capitol Records building.
These pictures have an obvious connection to the city. They each represent a Hollywood
icon. With some of the results, however, the connection isn’t so clear. An image of a dog
named Hollywood and a roadside diner in the Midwest grace page 19 of the search. A
studio executive and a drawing of dinosaurs are on page 26. While these images don’t
seem to be immediately relevant, their inclusion in the list is determined, most likely, by
something to which they’re linked. Google crawls through every available website and
retrieves relevant images on the basis of the frequency and quality of links to and from
the image. The set of images is not displayed in alphabetical order; rather, it is displayed
in the order of their PageRank, which is an algorithm designed to determine the relevance
of the results. Essentially, it determines how well a particular link is cited throughout the
web; the logic is that a page hyperlinked to many other pages is probably worth looking
at. Put another way, PageRank is the probability that a random surfer will visit a particular page. Regardless of the relative obscurity of some of the 57,500,000 pictures included
in the results of my search, taken as a whole, these pictures mark the existence of an
important representational device: the database image.
In using Google, the user is able to transform any word or phrase into a collection of
images. At the time of this writing, “Los Angeles” is rendered in 91,100,000 image files
and “New York” in 197,000,000 image files. While it is difficult to imagine a situation
in which one would view all of these images simultaneously or take them all to constitute
a particular meaning, the very existence of these data sets, constantly expanding with the
scale of the Internet (these numbers have grown threefold in the course of a single year),
produces a particular relationship between the user and the image. When I perform a
Google search, the single image with which I interact is always in the context of all
similarly classified images online. This relationship might be described as “paradigmatic.” According to Saussure, words are always situated within two simultaneous contexts: the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic. The syntagmatic is the relationship between
words in any given sentence, and the paradigmatic is the relationship between words in
abstract categories (e.g., nouns, verbs, and adjectives). In this sense, just as my use of a
noun in a sentence is informed by its status as a noun, my engagement with any given
image online is informed by the set in which it is found. It exists within a database
image—an image that is the whole of any particular paradigm.
But according to media theorist Lev Manovich, new media has forced a change in
Saussure’s linguistic model. For Saussure, the syntagm implies presence, in that words
are brought together either verbally or textually; and the paradigm, appropriately, implies
absence, in that relations exist only within the minds of the speaker or writer. Film theorists such as Christian Metz (Language and Cinema) have taken up this model to explain
the semiotics of narrative—an approach that became the foundation of structural film
theory. But Manovich suggests that new media have reversed these semiological categories. “Database (the paradigm) is given material existence, while narrative (the syntagm)
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is dematerialized. Paradigm is privileged, syntagm is downplayed. Paradigm is real; syntagm, virtual” (Language of New Media 231). The data set, not the narrative, according to
Manovich, is the primary means through which meaning is made in contemporary new
media. He goes on to say that “regardless of whether new media objects present themselves as linear narratives, interactive narratives, databases or something else, underneath, on the level of material organization, they are all databases” (228).
Underneath every representation is a database image—the correlated search results to
any particular query. “Hollywood” provides a database image; “Love” provides another.
These too-big-to-be-comprehended images are the assumed backbone of every representation. Each act of possession or organization within digital networks presumes an interaction with a database image. David Weinberger (Everything Is Miscellaneous: The Power of the
New Digital Disorder) refers to the possibility of this interaction as the “third order of order.”
The first is the organization of things themselves, and the second is the organization of
things into categories (the Dewey decimal system, for instance). The third, enabled by
digital media and without physical restrictions, makes it possible for each bit of datum to
serve multiple functions and occupy multiple places. A table is a type of furniture; it is also
a wood product, perhaps a chair (if it’s low), an object for lamps to sit on, and a place to eat
dinner. The table does not have to exist in only a single category because of the limitations
of library subject headings or traditional encyclopedias; in the third order of order, the table
can be all of those things at once. In Weinberger’s language, it is “miscellaneous.” It doesn’t
need to be limited to a single category, because it can (and should) occupy multiple categories. The same is true of the database image: each of the 57,500,000 images that answer
my Hollywood image search can just as easily be found in other searches.
Search is integrated into nearly every aspect of the web—from social networking services to restaurant review services, the web becomes usable when its vast information can
be logically aggregated to accommodate a situation. Likewise, search is being integrated
into urban interactions. This is the emerging spectatorship that gives unprecedented
leeway to the user to determine the parameters of the city. And as most digital social networking is accessible via mobile phone, these parameters can be set while one is physically located in the urban context. Pictures from a mobile phone can be immediately
uploaded to Flickr, Twitter, or any number of location-based applications. Places have
become networked through the building of a geolocated information layer (Gordon and
de Souza e Silva). The city is framework, never subject; scaffolding, never structure; the
city becomes an interface through which data can be accessed. And as data proliferates
and is accessible from wherever we are, ordering that data into meaningful categories to
inform encounters with people, places, and things has come to define the city. The sheer
amount of data that needs to be ordered, and the number of users now doing the ordering,
has considerably altered how spectators interact with the city. The city can be assembled
at any time, and in any context, to construct an impression or narrative. And while one
can still engage in unmediated physical space, the city presents itself as data excess, bursting its bonds with dialogue, notes, opportunities, historical references, and other people.
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S E L L I N G T H E D ATA B A S E

So how does this play out in the physical space of the city? Although not explicitly stated,
it is commonly understood among developers that providing access to the above-described
excess is what makes the city sustainable. This means that the two most important pieces
of any urban production are the mechanism to produce a constant supply of data and a
platform from which the spectator can access it. With these pieces comes an understanding that the crowd is data, the landscape is data: if the city is a database, then all of its
components must become data sets. And the function of an urban development must be
directed toward granting access to that data. The reason that Hollywood and Highland
is such an intriguing example of the database city is that, even before the proliferation of
Web 2.0 technologies, it was built with this functionality. It is both media producer and
aggregator. With every movie premiere, every broadcast, every representation of the city,
the database image, or the material to which the hyperlinks connect, expands.
Consider the Dolby Theatre (originally the Kodak Theatre). Located within the Hollywood and Highland complex, the 136,000-square-foot, 3,300-seat theater is the new
permanent home of the Academy Awards. It is equipped with accommodations for a
1,500-person press corps, a setting for the Governors’ Ball in the adjacent five-star hotel,
and a staging area to choreograph the gala arrival of the guests. The grand design of the
theater is based on the structure’s media accessibility. As evidenced in the theater’s
“media cockpit,” the space is designed for broadcast. The media cockpit is an enclosed
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platform on a movable lift directly above the orchestra pit. During live broadcasts, it is
the technical heart of the production, containing steadicams and specially constructed
small crane-mounted cameras, so as to make every corner of the complex photographable. The theater is wired throughout to handle multiple transmissions and is flexible
enough to be adapted for future technological advances.
The Dolby Theatre is literally a media space, conceived with the intention of its representation. According to the theater’s press release, “it will tell the story of the legend
and lore of Hollywood while looking forward to the future” (Rockwell Group). This story
will be told, not in the traditional architectural sense, but as an edited and interactive
space. The theater is essentially the producer of new images that eventually filter back
into the overall space of Hollywood and Highland. It’s like an in-house content provider
for the constantly expanding database of Hollywood imagery. And with each broadcast
of the Academy Awards—“live from Hollywood and Highland”—more imagery filters
directly into the historical foundation of the city.
The database image is complex. Likewise, the database city is not a pastiche or a
schizophrenic collection of unrelated surfaces. As Frederic Jameson declares in his essay
on postmodernism, “depth is replaced by surface, or by multiple surfaces (what is often
called intertextuality is in that sense no longer a matter of depth)” (“Postmodernism”
559). In the database city, the user is not lost to an avalanche of signifiers; she is given
the authority, motivation and framework to filter them. So while the database becomes
surface, the interaction with the database becomes depth. The individual representations
in the structure are not directly correlated to a specific meaning, but instead grant access
to a multitude of representations and meanings. Representations are transformed from
objects into tools. So what’s to be learned from the commercial manifestation of the
contemporary city is not some perfect image of urbanism to be emulated, but a significant structural transformation in the city. Despite the fact that Hollywood and Highland
began as a commercial disappointment, with Trizec unloading the property to the CIM
Group at a significant loss for $201 million in March 2004, the development continues
to be relevant in the rapid transformation of Hollywood. Hollywood and Highland has
functioned as a catalyst for development throughout Hollywood, not simply by bringing
economic opportunity to the area, but by granting access to the long dormant database.

T O WA R D A D ATA B A S E U R B A N I S M

Since Hollywood and Highland opened, the surrounding area has gone through significant changes. Despite the real estate crash, there are many major commercial/retail
projects and residential and mixed-use projects currently completed or under construction within a two-mile radius. The majority of these developments are conceived around
the renovation of historical structures. The “Hollywood Passage” project on the 5500
block of Hollywood Boulevard includes the rehabilitation of two existing buildings,
including the Louis B. Mayer building and the Bricker building. There is a large event
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space and more than 250 residential units. The Metropolitan Hotel on Sunset and Van
Ness has been converted to creative office space. And the “Sunset + Vine” development,
which takes up an entire city block, includes the art deco facade of the former TAV Celebrity Theater (home of ABC Radio and the Merv Griffin Theater). “The times are right for
this kind of project,” said William Roschen, one of the design architects for the development. “There is a genuine love of our cities, and that empowers designers and urbanists
to go out there and be a part of that” (Stein). The Sunset + Vine development was an
explicit effort to connect the city’s future with its past. “Sunset and Vine will restore its
immediate neighborhood in a style that ties back to Hollywood’s glory days and heralds
the return of a new, cool Hollywood urbanism,” said Larry Bond, cofounder of Bond
Capital, the project’s principal developer (Aragon). One of the main features of the development, which opened in 2004, was the reproduction of the storied Schwab’s drugstore
(the original, which closed in 1983, was on the corner of Sunset and Crescent Heights,
about two miles west of the new development). Whether in the historical place of Schwabs
or the present space of the condominium lobby, the spectator is encouraged to move
freely between past, present, and future, between impersonal spaces and meaningful
places. But while many of these developments are anchored by at least one historical
building, material structure is not the only method of granting access to the database.
“Hollywood and Vine” is a $500 million mixed-use project on five acres. While it did
not renovate any historical structures, the new buildings remediate traditional urban
forms. The buildings are framed by the sidewalks of two major boulevards, with the aim
of bringing the urban context into the development. The W Los Angeles hotel, three
hundred and seventy-five luxury rental units, one hundred and fifty luxury condominium
units, and over sixty thousand square feet of retail are available from street level. The
development looks outward to the street so that it can use the database of the storied
corner as its content. There are hopes that the development will function as a content
generator for the surrounding streets. According to Leron Gubler of the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce, “It will be the catalytic project for the rest of the Hollywood and
Vine area” (NBC4).
All the developments presently under way in Hollywood are dependent on the current
high market value of “urban experience” for their success. The people buying urban condominiums or traveling into the city to do their shopping are not interested only in the
convenience of the location; they want to “be” in the city, they want to access its history,
and they want to have new, yet familiar, experiences of urban space. They do not, however,
want those experiences to be hand fed to them—they want to feel as through they have
been personally obtained, worked for, and adapted. This is the nature of the digital
possessive—where personal agency is as important as narrative cohesiveness in the formation of urban experience. The database city necessitates the re-membering (opposite
of dismembering), the putting back together, of experience (Dewey, 99). It is in the active
process of re-membering that perceptions of community and tradition are formed—a
process built into the structure of new urban developments. By referencing nostalgic
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urban forms, including grand vistas and spectacular sidewalk displays, new developments
consistently prompt spectators to assemble ideal urban narratives. The experience of the
present is communicated as a reframing of the past—not in the form of a static representation, but as an interactive re-membering. According to Dean MacCannell, spectators
understand the reframing of the past as more authentic than any original display.
Walter Benjamin believed that the reproductions of the work of art are produced
because the work has a socially based “aura” about it, the “aura” being a residue of its
origin in a primordial ritual. He should have reversed his terms. The work becomes
“authentic” only after the first copy of it is produced. The reproductions are the aura, and
the ritual, far from being a point of origin, derives from the relationship between the
original object and its socially constructed importance (“The Work of Art” 48).
This important reversal of Benjamin’s terms explains the logic of the database city.
The ritual of urban experience, as MacCannell explains it, is dependent on the context
that is built around the material structures of the city. The corner of Hollywood and Vine
is unimportant outside of its representations, Schwab’s drugstore is just another restaurant outside of its representations, and the larger flows of the city are important only in
that they represent a “golden age.” The assemblage of “auratic” urban reproductions has
become the primary goal for developers, and the process of unpacking those references
has come to define urban spectatorship. One cannot directly experience the database
image; one can, however, experience the process of interacting with it.
While the developments in Hollywood are spectacular, they are by no means unique.
Urban developments throughout the country are appropriating the rhetorical strategies
of the database city. Capitalizing on historical images and narratives and referencing
previous iterations of spectatorship, new developments are primarily concerned with
producing a legible city by enabling spectators to possess or aggregate only the data they
choose. As the housing and office booms of the twenty-first century’s first decade produced an influx of construction into almost every major American city, each new condominium and office-tower project is marketed as a conduit to the perpetual stream of
urban data. Urban developments don’t need to communicate with one another; each can
be a self-sufficient search engine, granting access to a unique set of urban data. The
database city is soft and portable, fully contained within the conduit of the database
image. While it looks out onto the surrounding urban fabric, it actually depends less on
the materiality of that fabric than ever before.

A F T E RT H O U G H T S

When I wrote the original version of this essay, I was responding to a particular moment
of correspondence between the popular conceptualization of networked media and
American urbanism. At the turn of the twenty-first century, both seemed personal and
experiential, with seemingly limitless archival possibilities. Social media was transforming every mediated thought and action into an artifact, and American downtowns,
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through vast UEDs, were being reimagined as repositories for cultural memories. Online
social networks and the reimagined American downtown seemed distinctly urban in
configuration—dense settlements defined by complex flows of people and information.
And both were positioned as highly personalized spaces, creating the impression of having been designed specifically for the user.
For many commentators, these themed urban spaces cropping up in cities throughout the United States were crass representations of nostalgic urbanism, no different than
a theme park. But unlike suburban malls and exurban theme parks, UEDs could be
defined by how they wove representations into the physical geographies from which the
representations originated. Hollywood and Highland reinscribed a classic narrative of
Hollywood into the geographic space of Hollywood.
While the narrative of Hollywood in this context was limited to particular moments
in history, what was interesting was the form of the narrative. Walking through the space,
the story is meant to unfold over time, contingent on the location of the user and in
dialogue with the existing streetscape. The narrativized city was more like an interactive
database than a cohesive story or structured system.
When I started this research, I was intrigued by the possibilities of narrative interaction and play that these newly configured urban spaces embodied. They were manifestations of a moment in history that represented the novelty of digital exploration. They
were imbued with the potentialities of online databases, where the user’s seemingly
infinite access to data could come to bear on every interaction in the city.
Walking through Hollywood and Highland today feels almost anachronistic. It represents a time in the very near past that sought to capture the contemporary enthusiasm
of a new digital user. As social media evolve and mobile and locative technologies transform space into highly variable referents for personalized narrative, themed urban spaces
can seem disruptive to that desired user experience. If spatial narratives can exist within
and between tiny mobile screens facilitated by accessing geolocated data, then the conceptual hyperlinks built into the structure of Hollywood and Highland might be broken.
In reflecting on this work, I think its continued value has less to do with explaining
the logic of a specific urban development in Hollywood than figuring a framework for
understanding urban form (specifically, the articulation of cities) that fundamentally
connects urban practices to media practices and vice versa.
A version of this essay was published in my book The Urban Spectator, which situates
this moment in the history of contemporary urban and media practices within several
other twentieth-century configurations, including early film and television. My next
major project was a book about locative media called Net Locality that teased out the
specific affordances of technologically mediated location awareness for urban experience.
In 2010, I founded the Engagement Game Lab, which does applied research on the
intersection of digital games and urban civic life. In my work now, I build games and
playful systems as a means of intervening in proscribed spaces and institutional processes that correspond with shifting expectations of usability, discoverability, and play. I
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strongly believe that there remain possibilities for new experiences and new forms of
empowerment in urban spaces that are rooted in online practices and discoverable
through digital design. I am keenly interested in uncovering how to forge a new urbanism
beyond architectural interventions.
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N OT E S

1. This chapter is an adaptation of a chapter in my book The Urban Spectator: American
Concept-cities from Kodak to Google (2010). The Urban Spectator situates the concept of the
digital possessive within the larger concept of possessive spectatorship and makes an argument that the American city, since the late nineteenth century, has been conceived and consumed through this peculiar form of mediated spectatorship.
2. The stars stretch for eighteen blocks (east–west) along both sides of Hollywood Boulevard, from Gower Street (on the east) to La Brea Avenue (on the west). The Walk of Fame also
runs for three blocks (north–south) along Vine Street, beginning at Sunset Boulevard (on the
south), crossing Hollywood Boulevard, up to Yucca Street (on the north).
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